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We devise an approach to characterizing the intricate interplay between classical and quantum interference of
two-photon states in a network, which comprises multiple time-bin modes. By controlling the phases of delo-
calized single photons, we manipulate the global mode structure, resulting in distinct two-photon interference
phenomena for time-bin resolved (local) and time-bucket (global) coincidence detection. This coherent control
over the photons’ mode structure allows for synthesizing two-photon interference patterns, where local measure-
ments yield standard Hong-Ou-Mandel dips while the global two-photon visibility is governed by the overlap
of the delocalized single-photon states. Thus, our experiment introduces a method for engineering distributed
quantum interferences in networks.
Introduction.—The naive idea that our world consists of
particles, reminiscent of tiny billiard balls, which govern the
laws of physics has been refuted. Rather, it is waves, be it clas-
sical or quantum, which describe nature best—covering areas
ranging from gravity to hydrodynamics to optics to subatomic
systems. For example, quantum field theories merely consider
elementary particles as excitations of an underlying, funda-
mental quantum field, such as photons for light [1]. Thus,
even particles must be able to interfere, which was demon-
strated, e.g., in double-slit experiments with electrons [2].
To speak of genuine quantum interference, we must consider
at least two particles, like in the seminal Hong-Ou-Mandel
(HOM) effect in the interference of two photons [3]. With
recent theoretical and technological advances in the control
of quantum systems, there is a spur of interest in how such
multiparticle interferences can manifest themselves in large
networks [4].
Since interference is ubiquitous, techniques to generate,
characterize, tailor, and exploit such phenomena have been
developed, together known as coherent control [5]. Classical
applications of coherent control include spectroscopy, chem-
istry, and various imaging techniques. In addition, the recent
strong demand for developing efficient solutions for coherent
control of large quantum systems arose from innovations in
quantum information processing and technologies that exploit
quantum coherence to its full extent [6–8].
Photonic networks provide an excellent platform for study-
ing large-scale coherence effects [9]. For both practi-
cal and fundamental purposes, the quality of a network—
benchmarked by stability, scalability, and reconfigurability—
mainly depends on its coherence and control properties. In
addition, networks allow for a natural distinction of local and
global features, and the introduction of multiple quantum par-
ticles to passive networks is key to many quantum communi-
cation schemes [7]. Earlier studies aimed at manipulating co-
herence of photons to alter the fundamental HOM effect [10],
exposing in an intricate connection of classical and quantum
interference [11–14]. However, the fundamentals of the inter-
play of local and global coherences, including its active con-
trol, remain widely unexplored.
In this letter, we use coherent control over single photons,
spread over multiple nodes of a network, to demonstrate how
their superposition state affects quantum interference patterns.
We put forward correlation measures which certify the pres-
ence of two-particle quantum coherence across a linear opti-
cal network for probing local versus global coherence. Our
implementation employs a time-bin-multiplexing architecture
with a compatible source of photons and configurable mea-
surement for accessing various types of correlations. Identify-
ing local and global correlations enables us to study contribu-
tions of the coherence properties of the source and non-local
coherence properties of the network.
Controlling and observing two-photon interference.—We
outline our approach in Fig. 1(a). The core of our system
is a mode synthesizer which allows us to individually shape
the time-bin mode structure of photons and, thereby, their in-
terference characteristics. This is implemented using a linear
photonic network, its crucial feature being reconfigurability.
The realization of a mode synthesizer requires the ability to
coherently manipulate selected degrees of freedom, such as
polarisation, frequency, or time-bin modes. Naturally, suitable
single-photon sources and detectors must be available too.
Our experiments use a time-multiplexing fibre loop setup
that provides a resource-efficient, scalable, stable, and flexible
platform for the implementation of networks, and which has
been used, among others, to realize quantum walks [15–18]
and boson sampling [18–21]. The mode synthesis phase of
our experiment is implemented by employing fast modulators
and stable delay lines, resulting in each photon being coher-
ently spread over multiple time bins. In the analysis phase,
the photons are brought to interference and measured with de-
tectors capable of resolving individual time bins. Coincidence
events at the same time-bin allow for assessing local correla-
tions, and combined coincidences across multiple time-bins
are used for extracting global correlations [cf. Fig. 1(b)].
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FIG. 1. (a) Two-photon interference protocol. Photons A and B are generated in different (time-bin) modes. Using a highly reconfigurable
network, we synthesize arbitrary mode structures over which the photons are coherently distributed. In a subsequent HOM configuration,
the two photons are superimposed, and correlations are measured. (b) Illustration of the two fundamentally different measures of correlation.
Local correlations involve signals from the top and bottom detectors at the same time bin, while global correlations access coincidences
across multiple time-bins. (c) Schematics of our setup. Our setup comprises state-of-the-art building blocks: a compatible photon source, a
flexible control network (implemented as a time-multiplexed Mach–Zehnder interferometer with a feedback loop and deterministic in- and
out-coupling), and a versatile detection stage.
Ideal model for local and global correlations.—Using the
standard quantum optics formalism [22], we can introduce
a simple theoretical model that describes our system in the
absence of imperfections. We label the initial photons as A
and B, distributed in the control network over time bins as
Aˆ†|vac〉 = ∑τ ατ aˆ†τ |vac〉 and Bˆ†|vac〉 = ∑τ βτ bˆ†τ |vac〉, where
aˆ† and bˆ† are bosonic creation operators for the modes un-
der study (index τ) and α and β are the corresponding prob-
ability amplitudes. A superposition of these photons on a
50:50 beam splitter results in output modes (aˆτ ± bˆτ)/
√
2.
The output correlations are measured with the top (+) and
bottom (−) detector in Fig. 1, represented through photon-
number operators nˆ±,τ . This yields the first-order correlation
G(1)±,τ = 〈nˆ±,τ〉= (|ατ |2+ |βτ |2)/2, giving the same values for
both detectors, and the second-order cross-correlation
G(1,1)τ,τ ′ = 〈nˆ+,τ nˆ−,τ ′〉=
|ατβτ ′ −ατ ′βτ |2
4
. (1)
To arrive at a refined notion of local and global correla-
tions, we select a set of modes S, potentially being a subset
of all network modes. For convenience, we associate the vec-
tors ~α = [ατ ]τ∈S and ~β = [βτ ]τ∈S with the photons A and B,
respectively. This allows us to identify counts from a single
detector, G(1)± = ∑τ∈SG
(1)
τ = (~α†~α+~β †~β )/2.
Moreover, we arrive at compact formulas for correlation
measures which characterize two-photon interference. For
any selected set S of modes, we introduce the local and global
correlation measures as the sums
G(1,1)local = ∑
τ∈S
G(1,1)τ,τ and G
(1,1)
global = ∑
τ,τ ′∈S
G(1,1)τ,τ ′ , (2)
respectively. Using (1), these correlations then obey
G(1,1)local = 0 and G
(1,1)
global =
(~α†~α)(~β †~β )−|~α†~β |2
2
. (3)
Expressions for experimentally relevant quantitites, such as
normalized correlation functions, g = G(1,1)/[G(1)+ G
(1)
− ], and
visibilities, V = 1−2g, can be readily obtained.
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FIG. 2. Two-photon interference patterns for various synthesized mode structures. Plots (a) and (b) depict the interference via coincidences,
where red and green data points indicate local and global detection scenarios (see insets). The curves indicate values obtained from a numerical
model that includes imperfections, and the dotted line marks the quantum-classical boundary, certifying photon antibunching [23]. The
characteristic HOM dip can be observed via local measurements, with visibilities close to the reference value V0 = 0.801± 0.097 > 1/2.
Global coincidences correspond to the overlap of the synthesized photon modes, showing high two-photon coherence for orthogonal mode
structures (b) and no interference for parallel case (a). Plots (c)–(h) depict our results for different multimode interference scenarios. Since
V0 is the dominant limiting factor on all visibilities, a normalization of the visibility (circles including error bars) to this value allows a
straightforward comparison to the ideal model (thick solid line).
With this approach, we are able to gain deeper insight into
the coherence properties by evaluating the measured coinci-
dences and interference visibilities. Since local correlations,
G(1,1)local , depend only on the source quality and imperfections
of the network, the obtained visibilities relate to photon dis-
tinguishability at each time bin separately, exhibiting high
visibility for high indistinguishability. Complementing this,
global correlations, G(1,1)global, are additionally sensitive to the
synthesized mode structure by correlating coincidences over
multiple time bins.
Implementation.—At the core of our experimental setup
lies a fiber-based unbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer
with a feedback loop, as outlined in Fig. 1(c) that serves as a
dynamically reconfigurable, time-multiplexing network [24].
The length difference of the single-mode fibers at the two
interferometer arms sets the time-bin spacing (∼105ns). A
translation stage (TS) allows fine scanning of the time delays
in the picosecond regime between the two interfering photons.
The network contains fast electro-optic modulators (EOMs),
capable of implementing controlled polarization rotations at
any time-bin. EOM2 and EOM3 ensure deterministic in- and
out-coupling of the photons, whereas EOM4 allows syntheti-
zation of complex mode structures by programming appropri-
ate switching patterns.
We implement a type-II parametric down-conversion pro-
cess in periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate waveg-
uide as an engineered source of heralded single photons with
high spatial and spectral purity [25]. A picosecond pump laser
at 775nm and a bandwidth of ∼0.3nm together with a 2.5cm
long waveguide generates relatively broad (∼2.7ps) photon
pulses at telecom wavelength. These picosecond photon
pulses barely suffer from the difference in dispersive broaden-
ing in the fibers, thus maintain good indistinguishability even
after several roundtrips through the network. To ensure that
the two interfering photons are generated in desired time-bins,
we implement pulse picking on the pump laser using EOM1
and a polarization beam splitter (PBS). As a measure of the
source quality, we obtain a visibility of the HOM coincidence
count suppression of up to V0 = 0.801±0.097, limited by the
residual spectral distinguishability as well as higher photon-
number terms in the heralded photon states. This source vis-
ibility serves as a reference for discerning interference from
mode synthesis from source imperfections.
Our detection scheme consists of two superconducting
nanowire single-photon detectors with dead-time and jitter
well below the time-bin spacing, together with a PBS for sep-
arating the two polarizations, thus allowing both polarization
and time-bin resolved measurements.
Results.— In Fig. 2, we present the results of our in-depth
two-photon interference analysis. In panels (a) and (b), the
measured local and global coincidences are plotted against the
delay introduced by the TS. Panel (a) corresponds to the case
when the photons are distributed over two time bins such that
their mode structure is described by two orthogonal vectors ~α
4and ~β , while the correlations obtained for photons with iden-
tical mode structures are given in panel (b). In both cases, the
local correlations behave identically, and with visibilities sig-
nificantly exceeding the classical threshold, certify local quan-
tum features. Global correlations, however, exhibit a remark-
ably different behaviour depending on the mode structure of
the two photons. For the orthogonal case [Fig. 2(a)], no in-
terference is observed because of a vanishing mode overlap.
However, for identical mode structures [Fig. 2(b)], the visi-
bility of interference is roughly equal to those of local corre-
lations, stemming from an almost perfect mode overlap.
To explore the impact of coherent control for more complex
mode structures, we synthesized various single-photon states
involving three time-bins, Figs. 2(c)–(h). To factor out the ef-
fect of initial impurities, we normalize all obtained visibilities
by the reference V0, and observe remarkably good agreement
with the ideal model (thick solid lines).
For Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), we considered photons spreading
across two time bins but with a relative offset of a single time
bin. This is achieved through our unique control over the pa-
rameters ~α and ~β . This does not change the maximal local
interference, panel (c). However, for the resulting reduced
overlap between the photon states, our model predicts a re-
duced global visibility of 25% in panel (d), to which our ex-
perimental data agrees with within the error margin. (Errors
are obtained from standard statistical error analysis and error
propagation.)
In Figs. 2(e)–(h), we depict our results with photons in su-
perposition of three modes. The quality and quantum nature
of two-photon interference is certified by local correlations,
shown in Fig. 2(e). Cross-correlations between all pairs of
time bins, Fig. 2(f), are expected to yield a global visibil-
ity of 1/9 ≈ 11% for the generated pulse shapes, again being
confirmed by our data. To reveal coherence between parts
of the network, we consider correlations restricted to subsets
of modes S. For instance, when restricted to the first two
time bins, the two photons have orthogonal submode struc-
tures [Fig. 2(g)], thus yielding no visible interference. How-
ever, coincidences from time bins one and three [Fig. 2(h)], in
which the photons have identical submode structure (up to a
global phase), exhibit quantum coherence limited only by the
photons’ distinguishability [compare to Fig. 2(e)].
Therefore, these results demonstrate how classical coherent
control over the mode synthesizer network can be used to al-
ter global quantum interference across several optical modes.
Thus, by tailoring the time-bin-distributed shape of the input
quantum light, we can generate and analyze the intricate de-
tails of coherent correlations of interfering quantum particles.
Summary and conclusion.— In summary, we established a
generic scheme for controlling and characterizing local and
global coherence effects in the interference of multiple quan-
tum particles. Using a time-multiplexed network for our
on-demand mode synthesis, we determined interference vis-
ibilities to quantify the amount and kind of quantum coher-
ence imprinted in the temporal distribution of two photons.
Thereby, our experiments demonstrate an intricate interplay
between classical mode interference and quantum coherence,
and also serve as a benchmark for how classical coherence can
be used to govern quantum effects. Beyond purely assessing
standard quantum HOM interference, our framework applies
to any network architecture for the realization of a manifold
of coherences phenomena at will.
In the context of time-multiplexing our concepts can be
intuitively related to standard HOM interference, however,
the framework is applicable to any network implementation,
yielding a powerful tool for realizing and analysing network-
wide quantum coherence phenomena.
Our results certify an unprecedented level of control that
extends over multiple time bins and which enables us to ma-
nipulate quantumness not only locally, but globally. This in-
cludes engineering quantum interference between arbitrarily
selected parts of the full system. Our coherent control ren-
ders it possible to purposefully alter our system towards any
desired quantum interference for studying the rich landscape
of quantum superpositions. Furthermore, our network has no
fundamental restrictions regarding future increments of the
number of modes and photons, thus paving the route for ap-
plications in photonic quantum information science, such as
quantum simulators [26] and remote state preparation proto-
cols [27], which exploit different forms of multi-photon quan-
tum interference phenomena.
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